S2 Sacred Mountain Temple & Hot Spring in Zao
Tour Route
Date

Time

Meals
B L D

Site

Sept. 15 8:50AM Meeting at JR Sendai Station Area
Rissyaku-ji Temple
Okama Crater
Miyagi- Zao Kokeshi (Wooden Doll) Museum
Togatta Onsen (Hot Spring experience)
6:30PM Arrival at JR Sendai Station Area

×〇×

Tour Information
Date

： September 15（Tue）

Meeting

： 8:50 AM @ JR Sendai Station Area

Fee

： Coming soon.

Capacity

： 40 delegates maximum

Dress

： Casual and comfortable

Application

： By

Inclusion

： Transfer Sendai station to venues, lunch and entrance fee

Note

： Hot spring experience is optional so that the fee is not included.

Rissyaku-ji Temple

Zao Echo Line

Kokeshi Doll painting experience
Miyagi- Zao Kokeshi (Wooden Doll) Museum

Okama Crater

Togatta Onsen

Okama Crater
A crater lake in the Zao mountain ranges which straddles Miyagi and Yamagata prefectures. The color of the lake’s
surface changes from emerald to sky blue, according to the play of sunlight.
Miyagi-Zao Kokeshi (Wooden Doll) Museum
The museum display 5,500 exhibits of traditional Kokeshi and wooden toys according to different lines from all over
Japan. There are also corners where craftsmen display their work, a hands on painting experience corner and a sales corner.
Togatta Onsen
This spa dates back to 1601 and has more than 400 years of history. The pure wellspring, which has a light brown hue,
can easily be enjoyed and the spa arounds with not only tourists who travel from afar but also local people.
Rissyaku-ji Temple
The temple, established in 860, is also famous for its association with the historic Haiku poet Matsuo Basho. Yamadera
means temple in the mountain, and if you climb the more than one thousand steps to the top, you will be greeted by a
magnificent view of the beautiful mountains dotted with small villages at their feet.

